Datasite for

Scalable solutions for healthcare
transaction management
Healthcare dealmakers must face swelling amounts of sensitive data, stakeholders, and complex
regulations to reach their strategic goals. That’s why whether engaging in mission-critical
fundraisings or large-scale M&A, they trust Datasite with their most confidential processes.
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 Mergers & Acquisitions | Sharpen deal oversight with M&A-

specific tools like buyer activity reports. Find everything fast
with OCR search down to the character level across the data
room. Streamline Q&A with our in-app tracker.

 Restructuring | Lead a tightly controlled process while

reaching out to buyers and investors in mass with our
streamlined asset marketing platform. Track all deal
documents in one place. Know where you stand at a glance
with every initiative on our Landing Page.

 Capital Raises | Extend your team with Datasite. Regardless

 Partnerships & Collaborations | Protect IP, licensing and

other sensitive communications with the strictest global
security standards and granular permissions. Tackle HIPAA,
GDPR & CCPA at scale with automated redaction. Tag by topic
to keep PII permanently safe.

 Strategic Repository | Lean on our vast upload and storage

capabilities for everything from clinical trial data, to regulatory
communications, to NDA and contract management. Easily
run clean and dirty rooms for post-merger integrations.
Preserve one source of truth.

of whether it’s your Series A or IPO, you can count on
our 200+ dedicated project managers and AI-enabled
organization tools to get you up and running quickly.
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Healthcare

Sectors Covered

 Biotech

 Medical Devices

 Digital Health

 Pharmaceuticals

 Hospitals

 Services

 Life Sciences

 Specialty Chains

Datasite Clients

